
Supplemental Aids:                                                                         
paper based resource to assist with recalling of information

Reading 

Mnemonic device:                    
learning technique that 
assists with memory.  

ONLY acronym or phrase 
based on acronym.

BLANK graphic organizer:      
NO titles, words, labels, 
colors as labels, pictures, 
acronyms, mnemonics, 
numbers, symbols, or 

variables

Writing

Mnemonic device:                       
learning technique that 
assists with memory.  

ONLY acronym or phrase 
based on acronym.

BLANK graphic organizer:            
NO titles, words, labels, 
colors as labels, pictures, 
acronyms, mnemonics, 
numbers, symbols, or 

variables

Written Composition 
ONLY:  Grammar and 

mechanics rules with NO 
examples

Math

Mnemonic device:                         
learning technique that assists with 
memory.  ONLY acronym or phrase 

based on acronym.

BLANK graphic organizer:                          
NO titles, words, labels, colors as 

labels, pictures, acronyms, mnemonics, 
numbers, symbols, or variables

Number chart (eg, 100):                 
NO indication of special numbers

Multiplication and addition grids ARE 
NOT considered number charts.

Place Value Chart:                                      
grade appropriate, may contain 
commas/decimals.  NO labels or 

numbers

Pictorial models of fractions: bars or 
fraction circles, NO 

labels/equivalences/cumulative sequences

Pictorial models of geometric figures: 
only 1-, 2-, 3-D, grade appropriate, 
one or the other-not both, , NO 

titles, words, labels, colors as labels, 
acronyms, mnemonics, numbers, 
symbols, variables, pictorial and 

manipulative NOT allowed

Science

Mnemonic device:                           
learning technique that 
assists with memory.  

ONLY acronym or phrase 
based on acronym.

BLANK graphic organizer:  
NO titles, words, labels, 
colors as labels, pictures, 
acronyms, mnemonics, 
numbers, symbols, or 

variables

Graphics:                                  
scientific concepts, NO 

titles, words, labels, colors 
as labels, acronyms, 

mnemonics, numbers, 
symbols, variables

Formula triangles:                   
Only those that appear on 

the state supplied 
reference materials, ONLY 
variables,  math operation 

symbols NOT allowed

Social Studies

Mnemonic device:                                
learning technique that 
assists with memory.  

ONLY acronym or phrase 
based on acronym.

BLANK graphic organizer:  
NO titles, words, labels, 
colors as labels, pictures, 
acronyms, mnemonics, 
numbers, symbols, or 

variables

Blank maps:                             
NO titles, words, labels, 
colors as labels, pictures, 
acronyms, mnemonics, 

numbers, symbols, 
variables, unlabeled map 

representing historic 
events, physical and 

political  world or US 
maps

Timelines:                               
ONLY dates, No labeling 

to connect events with 
dates

routinely, independently, effectively ARD, 504, RTI/ student assistance team
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